
Conversation Chemistry Review Reveals The Truth About “Secret Trigger Words” 

Summary: PUABooks.net releases a review of Conversation Chemistry a new guide to creating  
conversations that spark attraction in members of the opposite sex. The new guide, which has both a  
men's and a women's version promises to improve conversation skills for those in relationships and  
help singles be seen as truly desirable. 

"Conversation Chemistry is shaping up to be one of the most popular dating guides of 2012 and we are 
excited to share our review the program with our website visitors," reports PUABooks.net's Clint 
Johnson. "We've conducted a number of surveys to find out just what our followers are struggling with 
in their dating lives, and this topic of creating attractive, compelling conversations always comes up as 
the number one thing."  

The Conversation Chemistry system which is published by Meet Your Sweet comes in two different 
gender specific versions. The Men's system from Anna Wilson teaches guys how to talk to women and 
how to become the man women fantasize about. While the women's version by Mirabelle Summers 
focuses on how to get a man to open up, and how to be the sort of woman that a man would brag about 
dating. 

Johnson shares this insight on the differences in how men and women communicate with each other:

"Our website caters primarily to single men looking to date higher quality women, many of whom are 
actively seeking committed relationships," says Johnson. "I always tell guys, 'if you want to date 
quality women, you need to learn to talk to them'. Unfortunately, a lot of guys just come across as 
really boring or they are trying to hard to be pick up artists, and that garbage just doesn't work on a 
woman who has self esteem and even average intelligence... Most women on the other hand know how 
to talk. The problem is that there's often a sort of communication disconnect. Women want guys to 
open up and listen so that they can move their relationships forward. 

The Conversation Chemistry system is available online allowing customers instant access to all training 
materials. In addition to the main PDF e-books, the program comes with a number of gender specific 
bonuses. The men's course includes interviews with top dating coaches like Bobby Rio and Scot 
Mckay, and PDFs on approaching women and social status, among other. The women's version comes 
with PDFs on commitment, NLP and MP3s on femininity and reading men's body language.     

"What's interesting is that although men and women communicate differently, we all really want the 
same basic things" says Johnson. "Wilson and Summers have each done a tremendous job respectively. 
It's remarkable to think that simply making a few small changes in how we communicate can make 
such a big difference!"

The Conversation Chemistry program is available at a special launch pricing for a limited time.
For the men's version, click here.
For the women's version, click here. 

Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his website 
PUABooks.net. Johnson's review of Men's Version of Conversation Chemistry is available at the 
following web address: http://puabooks.net/conversation-chemistry-review-anna-wilson-is-a-hot-
tamale-mens-version/
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